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High energy collisions involving nuclei are excellent tools to study the space-time structure of
extended processes asjet production or hadronization. The author ofthis thesis is an expert on this
type of analyses. The thesis focus on th6 production of vector mesons, especiallv in experiments of
lepton-nucleus and lepton-proton collisions. Lepton-proton collisions were extonsively studied at

HERA in tlre 90's where the rvorks originating this thesis started. There is at present several
proposals for electron-nucleus and electron-proton colliders (ElC in the USA and LHeC in Europe)
and this type ofprocesses are ofrelevance for their physics cases. So, it is expectecl that

measurements of vector mesons in electron-nucleus colliders will be available in the mid-term
future with kinematics and statistics never probed before. ln this sense, the studies presented in the

thesis, although produced in thc pcriod l994-2008 will bc relcvant for the nerv machincs. Moreover,
tlre techniques developed in the thesis can also be used for the so-called Ultra-Peripheral Collisions
(UPCs) being measured in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC. UPCs use the intense Weizsacker-
Williams quasi-real photon flux, created by the huge electromagnetic fields of the colliding heavy-
ions, to study photon-nuclcus or photon-photon collisions. Vcctor mcson production, cspccially J/Y,
has been one of the main interests as it is easy to identi§ and has been proposed to be sensitive to
tlre square of the gluon parton distribution function (PDF). similar to other diffractive processes.

Tlre calculations in the thesis are perfornred in tlre (light-cone) dipole formalism in which the virtual
photon from the electron fluctuates into a qQ pair (or higher Fock states with the same quantum
ntrmbers) and then interacts with the target. The liťetime of this flttctuation is usually called
coherence time (/" defined in eq. ( 1.3) in the manuscript). while the time for the dipole to reach the

typical size of the vector meson is called a formation time (r, defined in eq. ( l .2)). For large

coherence lengths (large energies) the fluctuation lives much longer than the §pical separation
between two nucleons in the nucleus and" according to Quantum Mechanics, the collisions cannot
be indcpcndcnt, Thc cffcct is a suppression of the cross section known as ,shadowing. ln the
opposite limit" at smaller energies, the suppression of the production is due to incoherent
scatterings. also known as absorptiorl. Studying the different relative relevance of one and the other
is one ofthe objects ofthe thesis.

The thesis has two sets of contributions. in the {irst set of papers (l. to 4, above, reported in Chapter
2) the dipole formalism for vector meson production is presented. The first paper shows tlrat the
BFKL pomeron can be written in terms of the dipole cross section and, hence, that the elastic
production of vector m§sons can probe the BFKL dynamics. This was a very important result in
1994, as HERA was starting to release the data that showcd a strong incrcasc of the structure
firnctions at small-.r, qualitatively in agreement with BFKL resummation, Constraining this
dynamics in different observables was of utmost importance. Papers 2. and 3. improve the
description of vector mesons and the dipole cross sections and, for the first time (in paper 2, above)
tlre case of the excited statcs. Papcr 4. above points out about an anomaly of the sxcited vector
meson production when compared with the ground state due to interferences oťwave functions.
'l'hese sets of papers, written in the last years of the 90's had a strong impact in the field of DtS and
small-x physics, They also helped to establish tlre ťormalism of (light-cone) path integrals, dipole
picture, etc,

The second set of contributions concern scattering with nuclei and, in contrast with the first four, a
rnore limited amount of experimenta data was available, It is wonh emphasizing that this is largely
still the situation nowadays, except for the data from HERMES, UPCs at the LHC and a few others.
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The situation is expected to improve in the mid-term with the EIC in the USA and (possibly also)
the LHeC in Europe.

For the case of nuclei, the coherence and formation times explained above are relevant and the

space-time picture of hadronization accessible. The main physics motivation of these studies is

studying this space-time picture. This motivation is also includecl in the tlocuments reviewing the

electron-ion collider phvsics cases. In this sense, the papers in this thesis are relevant for the

planning of the future ťacilities.

In papers 5.the anomaly for excited states identified in paper 4. is generalized for the case of tlre

nuclei. where the additional presence of color transparency translates into a non-trivial dependence
on the nuclear size (A). As a result, the production of the excited p' is enhanced with respect to the

p. Papers 6. and 7, study further efíbcts of color tran§parency in nuclear collisions. Finally, paper 8.

is a computation of gluon shadowing in the same ťormalism. Here, including higher Fock states as

well as a nunrerical evaluation of the Green functions, and not orrly the eikonal approximation, have

been essential for a correct implementation and comparison with data. These second group of
papers, rvhere nuclear collisions are studied, gathered a smailer number of citations than the first
four. The main reason is most probably that the amollnt of experimental data and the experimental
activity itself (no DIS experiments running in thc period" besides HERMES, but with kinematics
where the applicability of this formalism is questionable) was much smaller,

ln summary, the contributions including in this thesis have been important tbr the understanding of
vector meson production in lepton-proton and lepton-nucleus collisions. HERA data boosted the
relevance of the first four papers under consideration, that indeed lrelped to support tlre dipole
picture and the computational franrework, Some of the papers oťthe author are referenees in the
íjeld. The applicability to the nuc|ear case opens the possibiIity to study the space-time picture oť
hadronization and other extended processes. The author, together with his collaborators are world-
reference in this type os studies. I find the habilitation thesis of good quality also in terms of clarity
and presentation.

Please, do not hesitate to contact me should you need any further clarification

Carlos Salgado
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